Campus Emergency Alerts

What is a WiscAlert?

A WiscAlert is an emergency message from the UW–Madison Police Department. It tells you:

- when we have an emergency on campus
- what is happening
- how to be safe

Are WiscAlerts in my language?

You will usually receive two WiscAlerts when there is an emergency on campus.

The first WiscAlert is in English. The second WiscAlert has a link to a translated message:

1. Click the link.
2. Choose your language (English, Spanish, Hmong, Tibetan, Chinese, or Nepali).
3. Read **general** safety advice and information about the emergency.
4. Ask your supervisor or another trusted person to help you understand what you should do to stay safe in this emergency.

Click [https://test.alerts.wisc.cloud/m/1/](https://test.alerts.wisc.cloud/m/1/) for a sample WiscAlert.

How do I receive WiscAlerts?

You receive WiscAlerts by email. Send the word **WISCALERT** to **77295** if you also want WiscAlert text messages on your cell phone.

Questions? Contact: [emergencymgt@mhub.uwpd.wisc.edu](mailto:emergencymgt@mhub.uwpd.wisc.edu)